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Introduction {#sec001}
============

Chromosomes are constantly challenged by exogenous and endogenous threats. The repair of damaged chromosomes is therefore crucial for maintaining genome stability \[[@pgen.1006873.ref001]--[@pgen.1006873.ref003]\]. Improper DNA damage response induces genomic instability, resulting in cancer development. The cellular responses to DNA damage consist of DNA repair and checkpoint signaling \[[@pgen.1006873.ref004], [@pgen.1006873.ref005]\]. Activation of checkpoint signaling depends on two evolutionarily conserved phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K)-related protein kinases (PIKKs): ATM and ATR \[[@pgen.1006873.ref004], [@pgen.1006873.ref005]\]. In the budding yeast *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* ATM and ATR correspond to Tel1 and Mec1, respectively \[[@pgen.1006873.ref004]\]. ATM/Tel1 responds primarily to DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) \[[@pgen.1006873.ref006]\], whereas ATR/Mec1 recognizes various types of DNA lesions with single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) \[[@pgen.1006873.ref007]\]. ATM is recruited to DSB ends and activated by interacting with the Mre11 complex consisting of Mre11-Rad50-Xrs2 (Nbs1 in human) \[[@pgen.1006873.ref008], [@pgen.1006873.ref009]\]. ATR forms a stable complex with ATRIP (equivalent to Ddc2 in budding yeast) \[[@pgen.1006873.ref010]--[@pgen.1006873.ref013]\], which recruits ATR to sites of DNA damage by interacting with replication protein A (RPA)-coated ssDNA \[[@pgen.1006873.ref014]--[@pgen.1006873.ref017]\]. Once activated, ATM and ATR phosphorylate checkpoint mediators (for example, MDC1 in humans and Rad9 in budding yeast) that create a docking site for the effector kinases, such as Chk2 in human and Rad53 in budding yeast \[[@pgen.1006873.ref004], [@pgen.1006873.ref005]\]. Interaction with checkpoint mediators allows ATM/Tel1 and ATR/Mec1 to extensively phosphorylate the effector kinases, thereby promoting full activation of checkpoint responses \[[@pgen.1006873.ref004], [@pgen.1006873.ref005]\].

The ATM- and ATR-mediated checkpoint response is under another layer of control besides protein-protein interaction at sites of DNA damage. Several lines of evidence have indicated that the conserved Tel2-Tti1-Tti2 (TTT) complex interacts with and controls protein maturation and stabilization of ATM and ATR family proteins \[[@pgen.1006873.ref018]--[@pgen.1006873.ref023]\]. Consistent with this notion, TTT has been shown to play a role in DNA damage response in multiple organisms, including budding yeast \[[@pgen.1006873.ref018], [@pgen.1006873.ref020]--[@pgen.1006873.ref022], [@pgen.1006873.ref024]--[@pgen.1006873.ref028]\]. ATM and ATR family proteins also control telomerase recruitment to telomeres \[[@pgen.1006873.ref029]--[@pgen.1006873.ref033]\]. TTT has been implicated in telomere length control in budding yeast cells as well as nematodes \[[@pgen.1006873.ref034]--[@pgen.1006873.ref037]\]. TTT connects to the R2TP complex that interacts with the conserved Hsp90 chaperone \[[@pgen.1006873.ref023], [@pgen.1006873.ref038]--[@pgen.1006873.ref040]\]. The R2TP complex consists of four proteins including AAA-type ATPase Rvb1 and Rvb2, Tah1 and Pih1 in budding yeast \[[@pgen.1006873.ref038]\]. The R2TP complex is conserved in eukaryotes; Rvb1, Rvb2, Tah1 and Pih1 correspond to RUVBL1, RUVBL2, PRAP3 and PIH1D1, respectively, in mammals \[[@pgen.1006873.ref041]\]. Rvb1 and Rvb2 associate with each other as a double hexamer to interact with Pih1 in budding yeast and mammalian cells \[[@pgen.1006873.ref041]\]. Recent evidence indicates that Tel2 is constitutively phosphorylated by casein kinase 2 and its phosphorylation mediates Tel2-Pih1 interaction in budding yeast and mammalian cells \[[@pgen.1006873.ref023], [@pgen.1006873.ref040]\]. Thus, TTT cooperates with the Hsp90 chaperone pathway through the R2TP complex. However, the TTT-R2TP connection does not fully explain TTT-mediated protein stabilization of ATM and ATR. Disruption of Tel2-Pih1 interaction had a clear impact on the protein stability of mTOR and SMG1 but only partially affected the protein stability of ATM and ATR in mouse cells \[[@pgen.1006873.ref023]\]. How TTT promotes the protein stability of ATM and ATR has yet to be defined.

The essential Tra1 protein is homologous to human TRRAP, a protein component of histone acetyltransferase complexes \[[@pgen.1006873.ref042]\]. A combination of serial proteomic approaches has identified a Tra1-containing protein complex, called ASTRA, as a potential chromatin-remodeling factor \[[@pgen.1006873.ref043]\]. In the ASTRA complex, Tra1 interacts with Asa1, the Rvb1-Rvb2 complex and the Tel2-Tti1-Tti2 complex \[[@pgen.1006873.ref043]\]. Although Tra1 does not exhibit protein kinase activities, it shares some structural similarities to PIKKs \[[@pgen.1006873.ref042]\]. Indeed, TTT is required to maintain proper expression of Tra1 protein \[[@pgen.1006873.ref028], [@pgen.1006873.ref044]\]. Like *tel2* mutations, the *asa1-1* mutation decreases the level of Tel1 and Tor1 protein \[[@pgen.1006873.ref037]\]. Consistent with defective Tel1 and Tor1 expression, *asa1* mutant cells exhibit telomere length defects and sensitivities to rapamycin \[[@pgen.1006873.ref037]\]. Thus, Asa1 has been implicated as a functional partner of TTT in PIKK biogenesis. At this moment, however, it is not known whether Asa1 is incorporated into the TTT-R2TP module.

In this study we show that the TTT complex regulates Mec1 and Tel1 protein stability, and that the Rvb1-Rvb2 complex is essential for proper Mec1 and Tel1 protein expression. We further show that Asa1 controls stability of newly synthesized Mec1 and Tel1 protein whereas Pih1 is required for Mec1 and Tel1 protein stability primarily at high temperatures. Tel2 and Pih1 are localized to both the nucleus and the cytoplasm whereas Asa1 is predominantly located in the cytoplasm. Although both Asa1 and Pih1 interact with Tel2, no Asa1-Pih1 interaction is detected even at high temperatures. Our results support a model in which two different Tel2-mediated pathways control protein stability of Mec1 and Tel1.

Results {#sec002}
=======

Tel2 regulates protein stability and functions of Mec1 and Tel1 proteins {#sec003}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

We adapted an improved auxin-inducible degron (AID) system \[[@pgen.1006873.ref045], [@pgen.1006873.ref046]\] to further delineate Tel2 function. In this system, target proteins are destroyed by auxin-mediated protein degradation and transcription of target genes is repressed by using the *tetO* promoter \[[@pgen.1006873.ref046]\]. Tel2-aid protein was largely depleted within one hour after the addition of indole-3-acetic acid (IAA) and doxycycline (Dox) ([Fig 1A](#pgen.1006873.g001){ref-type="fig"}). *TEL2* is essential for cell proliferation \[[@pgen.1006873.ref034]\]. Correspondingly, *tel2-aid* mutants ceased cell proliferation in the presence of IAA and Dox ([Fig 1B](#pgen.1006873.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Tel2 depletion did not lead to cell-cycle stage specific arrest ([S1 Fig](#pgen.1006873.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), supporting the view that the TTT pathway regulates protein expression of all PIKKs including Tor1 and Tra1 in budding yeast. We first examined the effect of Tel2 depletion on expression levels of Mec1 and Tel1 protein ([Fig 1C](#pgen.1006873.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Cells expressing FLAG-tagged Mec1 or Tel1 proteins from the respective endogenous promoter were treated with IAA and Dox, and subjected to immunoblotting analysis with anti-FLAG antibodies. Mec1 and Tel1 expression was reduced to less than 15% of the initial level at 6 hr after treatment with IAA and Dox in *tel2-aid* tagged cells but not in untagged cells ([Fig 1C](#pgen.1006873.g001){ref-type="fig"} and [S2 Fig](#pgen.1006873.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Quantitative reverse transcription PCR (qRT-PCR) analysis showed that Tel2 depletion does not significantly affect mRNA levels of *MEC1* and *TEL1* ([Fig 1D](#pgen.1006873.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Extended nocodazole treatment did not decrease levels of Mec1 or Tel1 protein ([S3 Fig](#pgen.1006873.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), supporting that neither prolonged cell-cycle arrest nor proliferation defect affects expression levels of Mec1 and Tel1.

![Effect of Tel2 depletion on Mec1 and Tel1 functions.\
(A) Expression of Tel2-aid after AID activation. Cultures of *tel2-aid* cells were treated with 3-Indoleacetic acid (IAA) and doxycycline (Dox) for the indicated time periods. Cells were analyzed by immunoblotting with anti-AID or anti-tubulin antibodies. (B) Cell proliferation after Tel2 depletion. Cultures of *tel2-aid* cells were treated as in A. Cells were counted using a hematocytometer under a microscope. (C) Expression levels of endogenous Mec1 or Tel1 protein after Tel2 depletion. *tel2-aid* cells expressing Mec1-FLAG or Tel1-FLAG were incubated with IAA and Dox for the indicated time periods. Cells were subjected to immunoblotting analysis with anti-FLAG or tubulin antibodies. (D) Levels of *MEC1* or *TEL1* mRNA after Tel2 depletion. Wild-type or *tel2-aid* cells were mock-treated (-) or incubated with IAA and Dox (+) for 6 hr. Cells were subjected to quantitative PCR analysis to estimate mRNA levels of *MEC1* and *TEL1*. (E) Rad53 phosphorylation after MMS treatment. *tel2-aid* cells expressing Rad53-HA were arrested with nocodazole at G2/M. Half of the cells was further treated with IAA and Dox for 6 hr to deplete Tel2. Cells were exposed to 0.1% MMS for 30 min and analyzed by immunobloting with anti-HA or anti-tubulin antibodies. (F) Stability of newly synthesized Mec1 and Tel1 proteins. *tel2-aid* cells, carrying the GAL-FLAG-MEC1 or the GAL-FLAG-TEL1 plasmid, were grown in sucrose with or without IAA and Dox for 2 hr to deplete Tel2 protein. Galactose was added (to 2% final) to induce Mec1 and Tel1 expression from the *GAL1* promoter. Galactose medium also contained 0.5% or 0.3% glucose to express Mec1 or Tel1 at the endogenous levels, respectively. After 3 hr incubation in galactose, glucose (to 2% final) and cycloheximide (to 10 μg/ml final) were added to shut off new Mec1 and Tel1 protein synthesis (Time point 0 hr). Cells were collected at the indicated times and subjected to immunoblotting analysis with anti-AID, anti-FLAG or anti-tubulin antibodies. (G) Stability of pre-synthesized Mec1 and Tel1 proteins. *tel2-aid* cells, carrying the GAL-FLAG-MEC1 or the GAL-FLAG-TEL1 plasmid, were grown in galactose medium to induce Mec1 and Tel1 expression from the *GAL1* promoter. Cells were then incubated in glucose to turn off the *GAL1* promoter and allow maturation of Mec1 and Tel1 proteins. After 6 hr culture in glucose, Dox/IAA and cycloheximide were added to deplete Tel2 protein and block new protein synthesis (Time point 0 hr). Cells were collected at the indicated times and subjected to immunoblotting analysis with anti-AID, anti-FLAG or anti-tubulin antibodies. The retention curve of the newly synthesized Mec1 or Tel1 protein (without IAA/Dox) is extrapolated from F (a broken gray line).](pgen.1006873.g001){#pgen.1006873.g001}

Mec1 and Tel1 both control the DNA damage checkpoint although Mec1 plays a predominant role \[[@pgen.1006873.ref004]\]. Activation of the DNA damage checkpoint pathway is correlated with phosphorylation of the downstream kinase Rad53 \[[@pgen.1006873.ref004]\]. We examined the effect of Tel2 depletion on Rad53 phosphorylation after DNA damage ([Fig 1E](#pgen.1006873.g001){ref-type="fig"} and [S4 Fig](#pgen.1006873.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Cells were arrested with nocodazole and treated as above to deplete Tel2 and thereafter exposed to methyl methanesulfonate (MMS). Cells were then analyzed by immunoblotting to monitor Rad53 phosphorylation status. DNA damage-induced Rad53 phosphorylation was significantly decreased after Tel2 depletion. IAA/Dox treatment by itself did not affect damage-induced Rad53 phosphorylation ([S5 Fig](#pgen.1006873.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thus, Tel2 plays a key role in activation of DNA damage checkpoint signaling in budding yeast.

We addressed whether Tel2 depletion impairs protein stability of newly-synthesized Mec1 and Tel1 ([Fig 1F](#pgen.1006873.g001){ref-type="fig"} and [S6 Fig](#pgen.1006873.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To monitor protein stability, we used *tel2-aid* cells carrying the GAL-FLAG-MEC1 or GAL-FLAG-TEL1 plasmid. We expressed FLAG-tagged Mec1 or Tel1 from the *GAL1* promoter at an expression level similar to the endogenous level. We first depleted Tel2 using the AID system and then transiently induced the expression of Mec1 or Tel1 from the *GAL1* promoter. After glucose and cycloheximide addition (transcription and translation shut-off), we tracked the abundance of Mec1 and Tel1 protein expression to determine the effect of Tel2 depletion on protein stability. Half-lives of newly-synthesized Mec1 and Tel1 protein after transcription and translation shut-off were estimated \~100 min before Tel2 depletion but became \~50 min after Tel2 depletion. Although Tel2-aid was not as stable as tubulin, Tel2-aid protein was present in the presence of cycloheximide if cells were not treated with IAA/Dox.

We next examined whether Tel2 depletion affects protein stability of pre-synthesized Mec1 and Tel1 ([Fig 1G](#pgen.1006873.g001){ref-type="fig"} and [S7 Fig](#pgen.1006873.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Cells were initially grown in galactose to express FLAG-Mec1 or Tel1 protein at an expression level similar to the endogenous level and then treated with glucose to repress the *GAL1* promoter. The culture was maintained in glucose for six hours and treated with IAA/Dox or mock-treated for one hour. Cells were subsequently exposed to cycloheximide. We monitored the levels of Mec1 and Tel1 protein Tel2-aid after cycloheximide treatment. Tel2 depletion was found to have no significant impact on protein stability of pre-synthesized Mec1 and Tel1. Half-lives of pre-synthesized Mec1 and Tel1 proteins were estimated longer than 2 hr; pre-synthesized Mec1 and Tel1 proteins are in a stable state compared with newly-synthesized ones.

Together, these results suggest that Tel2 controls protein stability of newly-synthesized Mec1 and Tel1 but does not play an apparent role in the maintenance of pre-synthesized Mec1 and Tel1, supporting the current view that the Tel2-Tti1-Tti2 (TTT) complex promotes protein maturation and regulates functions of ATM and ATR \[[@pgen.1006873.ref018], [@pgen.1006873.ref021], [@pgen.1006873.ref022]\].

Rvb2 is essential to maintain expression levels of Mec1 and Tel1 whereas Pih1 is not {#sec004}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Studies of mammalian cells have provided the model in which the TTT complex interacts with the Rvb1-Rvb2-Tah1-Pih1 (R2TP) complex to recruit the HSP90 chaperone machinery for the proper folding and stabilization of PIKKs \[[@pgen.1006873.ref022], [@pgen.1006873.ref023]\]. We thus addressed if the R2TP complex mediates TTT-dependent stabilization of Mec1 and Tel1 proteins in budding yeast.

We first examined whether the Rvb1-Rvb2 complex controls protein stability of Mec1 and Tel1 as TTT does ([Fig 2](#pgen.1006873.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Both *RVB1* and *RVB2* are essential for cell proliferation \[[@pgen.1006873.ref047], [@pgen.1006873.ref048]\]. We generated an *rvb2-aid* allele to examine the role of Rvb1-Rvb2 complex in protein stabilization of Mec1 and Tel1. Rvb2-aid was depleted within two hours after IAA and Dox treatment ([Fig 2A](#pgen.1006873.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Accordingly, Rvb2 depletion decreased cell proliferation ([Fig 2B](#pgen.1006873.g002){ref-type="fig"}). No cell-cycle specific arrest resulted from Rvb2 depletion ([S8 Fig](#pgen.1006873.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) \[[@pgen.1006873.ref049]\]. As found for Tel2 depletion, Rvb2 depletion lowered endogenous expression levels of Mec1 and Tel1 ([Fig 2C](#pgen.1006873.g002){ref-type="fig"}) and impaired Rad53 phosphorylation after MMS treatment ([Fig 2D](#pgen.1006873.g002){ref-type="fig"} and [S9 Fig](#pgen.1006873.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The Rvb1-Rvb2 complex associates with chromatin remodeling complexes and controls transcription of numerous genes \[[@pgen.1006873.ref043], [@pgen.1006873.ref050]\]. Previous genome-wide analyses, however, did not identify *MEC1* and *TEL1* as a transcriptional target gene of Rvb1-Rvb2 complex \[[@pgen.1006873.ref049]\]. We confirmed that Rvb2 depletion does not affect mRNA levels of *MEC1* and *TEL1* by qRT-PCR analyses ([Fig 2E](#pgen.1006873.g002){ref-type="fig"}). These results are consistent with the model in which the Rvb1-Rvb2 complex collaborates with the TTT complex and contributes to protein stabilization of Mec1 and Tel1. We were not able to carry out the experiment using the GAL-FLAG-MEC1 or GAL-FLAG-TEL1 plasmid, since *RVB1* and *RVB2* are required for induction of the *GAL* promoters \[[@pgen.1006873.ref049]\].

![Effect of Rvb2 depletion on Mec1 and Tel1 functions.\
(A) Expression of Rvb2-aid after AID activation. Cultures of *rvb2-aid* cells were analyzed as in [Fig 1A](#pgen.1006873.g001){ref-type="fig"}. (B) Cell proliferation after Rvb2 depletion. Cultures of *rvb2-aid* cells were monitored as in [Fig 1B](#pgen.1006873.g001){ref-type="fig"}. (C) Expression levels of endogenous Mec1 or Tel1 protein after Rvb2 depletion. *rvb2-aid* cells expressing Mec1-FLAG or Tel1-FLAG were analyzed as in [Fig 1C](#pgen.1006873.g001){ref-type="fig"}. (D) Rad53 phosphorylation after Rvb2 depletion. *rvb2-aid* cells expressing Rad53-HA were examined as in [Fig 1E](#pgen.1006873.g001){ref-type="fig"}. (E) Levels of *MEC1* or *TEL1* mRNA after Rvb2 depletion. *rvb2-aid* cells were analyzed as in [Fig 1D](#pgen.1006873.g001){ref-type="fig"}.](pgen.1006873.g002){#pgen.1006873.g002}

We next examined if Pih1 controls expression levels of Mec1 and Tel1 ([Fig 3](#pgen.1006873.g003){ref-type="fig"}). We note that *PIH1* is not essential for cell proliferation. Deletion in *PIH1* had very minor effects on protein expression levels of Mec1 and Tel1 protein; no apparent or very minor (\~10%) decrease was observed for Mec1 or Tel1 protein, respectively ([Fig 3A](#pgen.1006873.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Pih1/PIH1D1 has been proposed to connect the TTT complex to the Rvb1-Rvb2 complex \[[@pgen.1006873.ref023], [@pgen.1006873.ref040]\]. However, Rvb1-Tel2 interaction was still detectable even in the absence of Pih1 ([Fig 3B](#pgen.1006873.g003){ref-type="fig"}). We confirmed that Tel2 interacts with Pih1 by co-immunoprecipitation analysis ([Fig 3C](#pgen.1006873.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, although the TTT-R2TP axis exists in budding yeast, Pih1-independent mechanisms appear to tether TTT to the Rvb1-Rvb2 complex.

![Effect of *pih1* deletion on Mec1 and Tel1 functions.\
(A) Expression levels of endogenous Mec1 or Tel1 protein. Wild-type and *pih1*Δ cells expressing Mec1-FLAG or Tel1-FLAG were cultured and subjected to immunoblotting analysis with anti-FLAG or anti-tubulin antibodies. (B) Effect of *pih1* deletion on Rvb1-Tel2 interaction. Wild-type and *pih1*Δ cells expressing Tel2-HA or Rvb1-myc were subjected to immunoprecipitation with anti-HA antibodies. Extracts and immunoprecipitates were analyzed by immunoblotting with anti-HA or anti-myc antibodies. (C) Pih1-Tel2 interaction. Cells expressing Pih1-myc or Tel2-HA were analyzed as in B.](pgen.1006873.g003){#pgen.1006873.g003}

Asa1 interacts with the Rvb1-Rvb2 complex and stimulates TTT to recognize Mec1 and Tel1 {#sec005}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Since Asa1 has been implicated as a functional partner of TTT in PIKK biogenesis \[[@pgen.1006873.ref037]\], we next explored the link of Asa1 to TTT-mediated Mec1 and Tel1 protein stabilization. We first examined whether Asa1 interacts with Mec1 and Tel1 by co-immunoprecipitation analysis. Mec1 and Tel1 were co-immunoprecipitated with Asa1 only when cells carried *ASA1-myc* and *MEC1-HA* or *TEL1-HA*, indicating that Asa1 interacts with Mec1 and Tel1 ([Fig 4A](#pgen.1006873.g004){ref-type="fig"}). We addressed whether Asa1 regulates protein expression of Mec1 and Tel1 at a post-translational level. Similar to Tel2 and Rvb2, Asa1 is essential for cell proliferation \[[@pgen.1006873.ref051]\]. We thus constructed an *asa1-aid* allele and determined the effect of Asa1 depletion on Mec1 and Tel1 protein levels. Asa1 was depleted within one hour after treatment with IAA and Dox ([Fig 4B](#pgen.1006873.g004){ref-type="fig"}), and Asa1 depletion impaired cell proliferation ([Fig 4C](#pgen.1006873.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Asa1 depletion did not result in cell-cycle stage specific arrest ([S10 Fig](#pgen.1006873.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As found for Rvb2 and Tel2 depletion, Asa1 depletion decreased the endogenous protein levels of Mec1 and Tel1 ([Fig 4D](#pgen.1006873.g004){ref-type="fig"}) but did not affect the transcript levels ([Fig 4E](#pgen.1006873.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Asa1 depletion was found to impair Rad53 phosphorylation after DNA damage ([Fig 4F](#pgen.1006873.g004){ref-type="fig"} and [S11 Fig](#pgen.1006873.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![Effect of Asa1 depletion on Mec1 and Tel1 functions.\
(A) Interaction of Asa1 with Mec1 and Tel1. Cells expressing Asa1-myc and Mec1-HA or Tel1-HA were analyzed as in [Fig 3B](#pgen.1006873.g003){ref-type="fig"}. (B) Expression of Asa1-aid after AID activation. Cultures of *asa1-aid* cells were analyzed as in [Fig 1A](#pgen.1006873.g001){ref-type="fig"}. (C) Cell proliferation after Asa1 depletion. Cultures of *asa1-aid* cells were examined as in [Fig 1B](#pgen.1006873.g001){ref-type="fig"}. (D) Expression levels of endogenous Mec1 or Tel1 protein after Asa1 depletion. *asa1-aid* cells expressing Mec1-FLAG or Tel1-FLAG were analyzed as in [Fig 1C](#pgen.1006873.g001){ref-type="fig"}. (E) Levels of *MEC1* or *TEL1* mRNA after Asa1 depletion. *asa1-aid* cells were analyzed as in [Fig 1D](#pgen.1006873.g001){ref-type="fig"}. (F) Rad53 phosphorylation after Asa1 depletion. *asa1-aid* cells expressing Rad53-HA were examined as in [Fig 1E](#pgen.1006873.g001){ref-type="fig"}. (G) Effect of Asa1 depletion on newly synthesized Mec1 and Tel1 proteins. *asa1-aid* cells, carrying the GAL-FLAG-MEC1 or the GAL-FLAG-TEL1 plasmid, were cultured and analyzed as in [Fig 1F](#pgen.1006873.g001){ref-type="fig"}. (H) Effect of Asa1 depletion on pre-synthesized Mec1 and Tel1 proteins. *asa1-aid* cells, carrying the GAL-FLAG-MEC1 or the GAL-FLAG-TEL1 plasmid, were cultured and analyzed as in [Fig 1G](#pgen.1006873.g001){ref-type="fig"}.](pgen.1006873.g004){#pgen.1006873.g004}

We addressed whether Asa1 depletion impairs protein stability of newly-synthesized Mec1 and Tel1 ([Fig 4G](#pgen.1006873.g004){ref-type="fig"}). *asa1-aid* cells, carrying the GAL-FLAG-MEC1 or GAL-FLAG-TEL1 plasmid, were cultured and analyzed as were *tel2-aid* cells (see [Fig 1](#pgen.1006873.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Asa1 depletion was found to reduce levels of newly-synthesized Mec1 and Tel1 protein ([Fig 4G](#pgen.1006873.g004){ref-type="fig"}). We next examined whether Asa1 depletion has impact on stability of pre-synthesized Mec1 and Tel1 ([Fig 4H](#pgen.1006873.g004){ref-type="fig"}). There was no apparent effect of Asa1 depletion on pre-synthesized Mec1 and Tel1 proteins ([Fig 4H](#pgen.1006873.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, like Tel2, Asa1 appears to control protein stability of newly synthesized Mec1 and Tel1.

Asa1 is highly conserved in eukaryotes \[[@pgen.1006873.ref043]\], although its molecular function is unknown. Since Rvb1-Tel2 interaction occurs in the absence of Pih1 (see [Fig 3B](#pgen.1006873.g003){ref-type="fig"}), we considered the possibility that Asa1 mediates the interaction between TTT and the Rvb1-Rvb2 complex ([Fig 5](#pgen.1006873.g005){ref-type="fig"}). *asa1-aid* cells expressing HA-tagged Tel2 or myc-tagged Rvb1 were treated with or without IAA and Dox. Cells were then subjected to co-immunoprecipitation and subsequent immunoblotting analysis. Unexpectedly, however, Asa1 depletion did not affect Rvb1-Tel2 interaction ([Fig 5A](#pgen.1006873.g005){ref-type="fig"}). We then examined whether Asa1 associates with either the TTT or the Rvb1-Rvb2 complex. Rvb2 depletion disrupted Asa1-Tel2 interaction ([Fig 5B](#pgen.1006873.g005){ref-type="fig"}) whereas Tel2 depletion did not affect Asa1-Rvb1 interaction ([Fig 5C](#pgen.1006873.g005){ref-type="fig"}). These results show that Asa1 interacts with the Rvb1-Rvb2 complex rather than the TTT complex. To address the possibility that Asa1 associates with the R2TP complex, we examined whether Pih1 and Asa1 interact with each other. No apparent interaction between Asa1 and Pih1 was detected ([Fig 5D](#pgen.1006873.g005){ref-type="fig"}) although both Asa1 and Pih1 are connected to Tel2 (Figs [3C](#pgen.1006873.g003){ref-type="fig"} and [5B](#pgen.1006873.g005){ref-type="fig"}).

![Role of Asa1 in the TTT-R2 pathway.\
(A) Effect of Asa1 depletion on Rvb1-Tel2 interaction. Cultures of *asa1-aid* cells expressing Rvb1-myc or Tel2-HA were treated with IAA and Dox for 6 hr. Extracts were subjected to immunoprecipitation with anti-HA antibodies. Extracts and immunoprecipitates were analyzed by immunoblotting with anti-AID, anti-HA or anti-myc antibodies. (B) Effect of Rvb2 depletion on Asa1-Tel2 interaction. Cultures of *rvb2-aid* cells expressing Asa1-myc and Tel2-HA were analyzed as in A. (C) Effect of Tel2 depletion on Asa1-Rvb1 interaction. Cultures of *tel2-aid* cells expressing Asa1-HA or Rvb1-myc were analyzed as in A. (D) Co-immunoprecipitation analysis for Asa1-Pih1 interaction at 30°C and 42°C. Cells expressing Asa1-HA or Pih1-myc were cultured at 30°C and subjected to immunoprecipitation with anti-HA antibodies. Cells expressing Asa1-HA and Pih1-myc were transferred to 42°C for 1 hr and subjected to immunoprecipitation with anti-HA antibodies. Extracts and immunoprecipitates were analyzed by immunoblotting with anti-HA or anti-myc antibodies. Note that the background level of Pih1-myc was detected in the immunocomplex from the untagged *ASA1* strain. (E) Effect of Asa1 depletion on Mec1-Tel2 and Tel1-Tel2 interaction. Cultures of *asa1-aid* cells expressing Tel2-FLAG, Mec1-HA (M) or Tel1-HA (T) were treated with IAA and Dox for 2 hr and subjected to immunoprecipitation with anti-HA antibodies. Extracts or immunoprecipitates were analyzed by immunoblotting with anti-AID, anti-FLAG or anti-HA antibodies.](pgen.1006873.g005){#pgen.1006873.g005}

TTT recognizes PIKKs for protein stabilization \[[@pgen.1006873.ref018], [@pgen.1006873.ref021], [@pgen.1006873.ref022]\]. We next addressed whether Asa1 contributes to TTT recognition of Mec1 and Tel1. We investigated the effect of Asa1 depletion on Tel2-Mec1 and Tel2-Tel1 interaction ([Fig 5E](#pgen.1006873.g005){ref-type="fig"}). Two-hour incubation with IAA and Dox largely eliminated Asa1 expression but did not lower the expression levels of Mec1 and Tel1; ([Fig 5E](#pgen.1006873.g005){ref-type="fig"}; see also [Fig 4B and 4D](#pgen.1006873.g004){ref-type="fig"}). We note that two-hour Asa1 depletion in this experiment might not be as complete as six-hour depletion used in [Fig 5A](#pgen.1006873.g005){ref-type="fig"}. Asa1 depletion was found to decrease interaction of Tel2 with Mec1 and Tel1 ([Fig 5E](#pgen.1006873.g005){ref-type="fig"}). Reduction in Tel2-Tel1 interaction was more apparent than that in Tel2-Mec1 interaction ([Fig 5E](#pgen.1006873.g005){ref-type="fig"}). These results suggest that Asa1 interacts with the Rvb1-Rvb2 complex and stimulates TTT to recognize Mec1 or Tel1 protein.

Pih1 contributes to protein stability of Mec1 and Tel1 at high temperatures {#sec006}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

We explored the role of Pih1 in Mec1 and Tel1 protein stability ([Fig 6](#pgen.1006873.g006){ref-type="fig"}). Although *PIH1* is not essential for cell proliferation, *pih1* deletion confers temperature-sensitive growth defects ([Fig 6A](#pgen.1006873.g006){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@pgen.1006873.ref040]\]. We therefore tested a possibility that Pih1 contributes to Mec1 and Tel1 protein stabilization at high temperatures. We examined the effect of *pih1Δ* mutation on Mec1 and Tel1 protein levels after transferring from 30 to 37°C ([Fig 6B](#pgen.1006873.g006){ref-type="fig"}). Deletion of *PIH1* decreased expression levels of Mec1 and Tel1 proteins at 37°C ([Fig 6B](#pgen.1006873.g006){ref-type="fig"}) although it did not significantly affect mRNA levels ([Fig 6C](#pgen.1006873.g006){ref-type="fig"}). We further examined the effect of *pih1Δ* mutation on DNA damage checkpoint response. The *pih1Δ* mutation conferred a defect in Rad53 phosphorylation after MMS treatment at 37°C although no apparent phosphorylation defect was observed at 30°C ([Fig 6D](#pgen.1006873.g006){ref-type="fig"} and [S12 Fig](#pgen.1006873.s012){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![Role of Pih1 in protein stabilization of Mec1 and Tel1 at high temperatures.\
(A) Temperature sensitivity of *pih1Δ* mutants. Ten-fold serial dilutions of cultures were spotted on YEPD medium. Plates were incubated at 25, 30 or 37°C for 2\~3 days. (B) Effect of *pih1* deletion mutation on endogenous Mec1 and Tel1 protein levels at high temperatures. Wild-type and *pih1Δ* cells expressing Mec1-FLAG or Tel1-FLAG were grown at 30°C and transferred to 37°C for the indicated times. Cells were subjected to immunoblotting analysis with anti-FLAG or anti-tubulin antibodies. (C) Effect of *pih1* deletion mutation on *MEC1* and *TEL1* mRNA levels at high temperatures. Wild-type and *pih1Δ* cells were grown at 30°C and then transferred to 37°C for 3 hr. Cells were analyzed as in [Fig 1D](#pgen.1006873.g001){ref-type="fig"}. (D) Effect of *pih1* deletion on Rad53 phosphorylation. Wild-type and *pih1*Δ cells expressing Rad53-HA were arrested with nocodazole and exposed to MMS at 30°C (left panel). Arrested cells were also transferred to 37°C for 6 hr and exposed to MMS (right panel). Cells were then analyzed by immunobloting with anti-HA or anti-tubulin antibodies. (E) Effect of *pih1Δ* mutation on pre-synthesized Mec1 and Tel1 protein stability at high temperatures. Wild-type and *pih1*Δ cells, carrying the GAL-FLAG-MEC1 or the GAL-FLAG-TEL1 plasmid, were initially grown in galactose medium to induce Mec1 and Tel1 expression from the *GAL1* promoter at 30°C. Cells were then incubated in 2% glucose to turn off the *GAL1* promoter and allow protein maturation of Mec1 and Tel1 at 30°C. After 6 hr incubation with glucose, cultures were treated with cycloheximide and transferred to 42°C (Time point 0 hr). Cells are collected at the indicated time and examined by immunoblotting with anti-FLAG or tubulin antibodies. (F) Effect of Asa1 depletion on pre-synthesized Mec1 and Tel1 protein stability at high temperatures. *asa1-aid* cells, carrying the GAL-FLAG-MEC1 or the GAL-FLAG-TEL1 plasmid, were initially grown in galactose medium to induce Mec1 and Tel1 expression from the *GAL1* promoter at 30°C. Cells were then incubated in 2% glucose to turn off the *GAL1* promoter and allow protein maturation of Mec1 and Tel1 at 30°C for 6 hr. Cultures were then treated with Dox/IAA for one hour and subsequently transferred to 42°C or retained at 30°C (at time point 0 hr). Cells are collected at the indicated time and examined by immunoblotting with anti-FLAG or tubulin antibodies. We note that cells were treated as in Figs [1G](#pgen.1006873.g001){ref-type="fig"} and [4H](#pgen.1006873.g004){ref-type="fig"} before "time point" 0 hr (See [S7](#pgen.1006873.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S17](#pgen.1006873.s017){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Figs).](pgen.1006873.g006){#pgen.1006873.g006}

Treatment with cycloheximide was found to stabilize Mec1 and Tel1 proteins at high temperatures ([S13 Fig](#pgen.1006873.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) probably because ubiquitin becomes limiting after translation inhibition \[[@pgen.1006873.ref052]\]. We were therefore unable to use cycloheximide to monitor protein stabilization of Mec1 and Tel1 at high temperatures. Instead we took advantage of the fact that mRNAs are short-lived and most half-lives are 30 min or shorter \[[@pgen.1006873.ref053], [@pgen.1006873.ref054]\]. If transcripts were absent, the effect of translation would be essentially eliminated. As mentioned above, transcription was shut off for 6 hr to generate pre-synthesized Mec1 and Tel1 proteins. We thus addressed whether Pih1 contributes to stabilization of pre-synthesized Mec1 and Tel1 proteins at high temperatures ([Fig 6E](#pgen.1006873.g006){ref-type="fig"} and [S14 Fig](#pgen.1006873.s014){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Wild-type and *pih1Δ* cells carrying the GAL-FLAG-MEC1 or GAL-FLAG-TEL1 plasmid were grown in the presence of galactose to activate the *GAL1* promoter at 30°C and then incubated with glucose to repress the *GAL1* promoter. Cells were cultured in glucose for 6 hr to allow protein stabilization of Mec1 and Tel1. After the incubation with glucose, cultures were transferred to 42°C or retained at 30°C. Deletion of *PIH1* decreased the expression levels of Mec1 and Tel1 after a shift from 30 to 42°C ([Fig 6E](#pgen.1006873.g006){ref-type="fig"}). No apparent effect on Mec1 and Tel1 expression was detected at 30°C ([S15 Fig](#pgen.1006873.s015){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), supporting the findings that Pih1 is dispensable for proper Mec1 and Tel1 expression at 30°C (see [Fig 3A](#pgen.1006873.g003){ref-type="fig"}). We confirmed that mRNAs from GAL-FLAG-MEC1 or GAL-FLAG-TEL1 were decayed out before the transfer from 30°C to 42°C ([S16 Fig](#pgen.1006873.s016){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These results are consistent with the idea that Pih1 controls protein stability of mature Mec1 and Tel1 proteins primarily at high temperatures.

We next investigated the effect of Asa1 depletion on pre-synthesized Mec1 and Tel1 proteins at 42°C ([Fig 6F](#pgen.1006873.g006){ref-type="fig"} and [S17 Fig](#pgen.1006873.s017){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). *asa1-aid* cells carrying the GAL-FLAG-MEC1 or GAL-FLAG-TEL1 plasmid were grown in the presence of galactose to activate the *GAL1* promoter at 30°C and then incubated with glucose to turn off the promoter and allow protein maturation for 6 hr. Cultures were treated with IAA and Dox or mock-treated for one hour and then transferred to 42°C or retained at 30°C. Asa1 depletion did not significantly affect protein stability of pre-synthesized Mec1 and Tel1 proteins at 42°C as found at 30°C ([Fig 6F](#pgen.1006873.g006){ref-type="fig"} and [S18 Fig](#pgen.1006873.s018){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; see [Fig 4H](#pgen.1006873.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Transcripts from the GAL-FLAG-MEC1 or GAL-FLAG-TEL1 construct were essentially at the background level before the temperature shift ([S19 Fig](#pgen.1006873.s019){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thus, Asa1 does not appear to play a major role in Mec1 and Tel1 stabilization at high temperatures although it remains possible that Asa1 plays a minor or overlapping role. Asa1-Pih1 interaction was undetectable even at 42°C ([Fig 5D](#pgen.1006873.g005){ref-type="fig"}). These findings suggest that Asa1 and Pih1 control protein stability of Mec1 and Tel1 at different levels.

Asa1 localizes largely to the cytoplasm whereas Pih1 is distributed in both the cytoplasm and nucleus {#sec007}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Mec1 and Tel1 are nuclear proteins although some Mec1 and Tel1 proteins are present in the cytoplasm \[[@pgen.1006873.ref012], [@pgen.1006873.ref055]\]. To further dissect Asa1 and Pih1 functions, we compared cellular localization of Asa1, Pih1 and Tel2 ([Fig 7](#pgen.1006873.g007){ref-type="fig"}). Cellular fractionation analysis indicated that Pih1 and Tel2 both exist in both nuclear and cytoplasmic fractions ([Fig 7A and 7B](#pgen.1006873.g007){ref-type="fig"}). By contrast, Asa1 was largely localized in the cytoplasm ([Fig 7C](#pgen.1006873.g007){ref-type="fig"}). Together, our results support the model in which the Asa1 and the Pih1 pathways contribute differently to stabilization of protein kinases Mec1 and Tel1 ([Fig 7D](#pgen.1006873.g007){ref-type="fig"}).

![Cellular localization of Asa1 and Pih1.\
(A, B, C) Cells expressing Tel2-HA (A), Pih1-myc (B) or Asa1-HA (C) were grown to mid log-phase and spheroplasted. Spheroplasts were homogenized to prepare whole-cell extracts (W) and then separated into the cytoplasmic (C) and nuclear (N) fractions. Samples from each fraction were separated by SDS-PAGE and immunoblotted with anti-HA, anti-myc, anti-Zwf1 (Glucose-6-Phosphate Dehydrogenase; G6PDH) or anti-nuclear pore complex (NPC) antibodies. (D) Two different Tel2 pathways and protein localization. See the text.](pgen.1006873.g007){#pgen.1006873.g007}

Discussion {#sec008}
==========

The TTT complex is a key component to ensure proper protein levels of PIKKs including ATM and ATR \[[@pgen.1006873.ref018]--[@pgen.1006873.ref021]\]. The R2TP complex, consisting of AAA-ATPase Rvb1 and Rvb2 as well as Tah1 and Pih1, is highly conserved from yeast to humans \[[@pgen.1006873.ref041]\]. Previous studies have demonstrated that casein-kinase-mediated Tel2 phosphorylation promotes Tel2-Pih1 interaction, thereby connecting TTT to R2TP for stabilization of PIKKs \[[@pgen.1006873.ref023], [@pgen.1006873.ref040]\]. However, mechanisms other than the TTT-R2TP pathway appear to control TTT-dependent functions, because defective Tel2-Pih1/PIH1D1 interaction has much less impact on the stability of ATM and ATR than complete loss of Tel2 function does \[[@pgen.1006873.ref023]\]. In this study we have provided evidence indicating that two different pathways, the Tel2-Pih1 and the Tel2-Asa1 pathway, contribute to the quality control of Mec1 and Tel1 proteins in budding yeast. Like Tel2, Asa1 plays a major role in proper Mec1 and Tel1 protein expression. In contrast, Pih1 is primarily required for Mec1 and Tel1 protein stabilization at high temperatures. Asa1 is largely located in the cytoplasm whereas Pih1 is distributed throughout the cell. It has been shown that Tel2 preferentially recognizes newly synthesized ATM and ATR under non-stress conditions \[[@pgen.1006873.ref022]\]. Our results suggest the model in which the Tel2-Asa1 pathway promotes protein folding of newly synthesized Mec1 and Tel1 in the cytoplasm whereas the Tel2-Pih1 pathway stimulates protein refolding during heat stress.

Studies of mammalian TTT complex have demonstrated that TTT regulates DNA damage signaling as well as ATM and ATR protein stability \[[@pgen.1006873.ref018], [@pgen.1006873.ref021], [@pgen.1006873.ref022]\]. In this work we applied an auxin-induced protein degradation (AID) system and confirmed that the TTT pathway is critical for DNA damage checkpoint in budding yeast as well, providing a unified view that TTT-mediated control is conserved from yeast to humans. Depletion of Tel2, Rvb2 and Asa1 caused nearly complete defects in damage-induced Rad53 phosphorylation although there were detectable levels of Mec1 and Tel1 proteins. One explanation could be that the TTT pathway not only stabilizes Mec1 and Tel1 protein but also facilitates interaction of Mec1 and Tel1 with other checkpoint proteins. It has been shown that Tel2 (HCLK2) is required for efficient ATR-TopBP1 interaction and TopBP1-mediated ATR activation in human cells \[[@pgen.1006873.ref027]\]. Supporting this view, previous studies have shown that low levels of Tti1 delocalize Tra1 and Mec1 outside of the nucleus \[[@pgen.1006873.ref028]\].

The R2TP complex is found in organisms from yeast to humans; R2TP consists of Rvb1, Rvb2, Tah1, and Pih1 in budding yeast \[[@pgen.1006873.ref041]\]. Like Tel2 depletion, Rvb2 depletion had a high impact on Mec1 and Tel1 protein expression. The Rvb1-Rvb2 complex interacts with and regulates chromatin-modeling complexes; therefore, dysfunction affects transcription of numerous genes \[[@pgen.1006873.ref050]\]. In humans, knockdown of Rvb1/RUVBL1 or Rvb2/RUVBL2 affects mRNA levels of PIKKs \[[@pgen.1006873.ref056]\]. Rvb2 depletion was not found to affect mRNA levels of *MEC1* and *TEL1*, supporting the idea that Tel2 and Rvb1-Rvb2 constitute a pathway for protein stabilization in budding yeast. The observation that Rvb2 depletion causes defective Rad53 phosphorylation is consistent with a model in which the Rvb1-Rvb2 complex acts in the TTT-mediated PIKK stabilization pathway. However, the observed decreased Rad53 phosphorylation could result at least in part from defective DNA damage repair. Ino80- and Swr1-chromatin remodeling complexes, containing the Rvb1-Rvb2 complex, have been implicated in chromatin remodeling at sites of DNA damage or DNA damage checkpoint signaling in budding yeast \[[@pgen.1006873.ref050], [@pgen.1006873.ref057]\]. Although our results show that the Rvb1-Rvb2 complex modulates the TTT-Asa1 pathway as well, the exact role of the Rvb1-Rvb2 complex in this pathway remains to be determined.

Newly synthesized polypeptide chains must fold and assemble into specific three-dimensional structures in order to become fully functional. In many cases efficient folding depends on assistance from proteins known as molecular chaperones \[[@pgen.1006873.ref058]\]. Several lines of evidence show that TTT acts as a co-chaperone for Hsp90. Tah1 has been suggested to connect TTT to the Hsp90 chaperone \[[@pgen.1006873.ref023], [@pgen.1006873.ref039]\]. At this moment it is not clear whether Asa1 collaborates with Hsp90 in budding yeast. Previous systematic approaches identified Pih1 and Tah1 as an Hsp90 interacting protein but did not pick Asa1 out \[[@pgen.1006873.ref038]\]. Hsp90 may interact only transiently or weakly with the TTT-Asa1-Rvb1-Rvb2 complex in budding yeast although it is formally possible that the TTT-Asa1-Rvb1-Rvb2 complex acts independently of Hsp90 protein. Tel2 has been shown to recognize ATM and ATR in an Hsp90-dependent manner in human cells \[[@pgen.1006873.ref022]\]. We found that Tel2 interacts with Mec1 and Tel1 in an Asa1-dependent manner. Asa1 might mediate Hsp90-chaperone functions in collaboration with the Rvb1-Rvb2 complex. Tel2 has been shown to interact with the N-terminal HEAT repeat region of ATM and mTOR *in vitro* \[[@pgen.1006873.ref018]\]. Since the sequence similarity at the N-terminal region of PIKKs is relatively low compared with that at the C-terminal catalytic domain \[[@pgen.1006873.ref059]\], the TTT pathway is expected to process PIKKs with different efficiencies. We found that Asa1 depletion had a more significant impact on Tel2-Tel1 interaction than Tel2-Mec1 interaction. Since Mec1 and Tel1 do not share significant amino acid sequence similarities in the N-terminal region, TTT could interact with Mec1 and Tel1 with different affinities. However, Asa1 might make TTT a good fit for Mec1 and Tel1.

We have provided evidence indicating that Asa1 forms a complex with TTT, which is different from the TTT-R2TP complex in budding yeast. It thus seems likely that the TTT-Asa1 pathway operates separately from the Tel2-Pih1 pathway although we cannot exclude the possibility that these two pathways act redundantly. Pih1 appears to connect TTT to the Rvb1-Rvb2 complex in budding yeast \[[@pgen.1006873.ref023], [@pgen.1006873.ref040]\] but Pih1 does not appear to exist in the TTT-Asa1-Rvb1-Rvb2 complex. Budding yeast may contain another yet-to-be identified protein that mediates interaction of TTT with the Rvb1-Rvb2 complex. Alternatively, the Rvb1-Rvb2 complex may exert a different mode in which it interacts directly with TTT. In mammals, Tel2-Pih1/PIH1D1 interaction does not fully contribute to protein stabilization of ATM and ATR. Therefore, TTT has been suggested to connect ATM and ATR to Hsp90 independently of PIH1D1. Casein kinase 2 phosphorylates Tel2 in fission yeast as well \[[@pgen.1006873.ref060]\]. Curiously, however, Tel2 phosphorylation is dispensable for TTT-mediated PIKK biogenesis \[[@pgen.1006873.ref060]\]. Pih1 and Tah1 homologs have not been identified in the fission yeast *Schizosaccharomyces pombe* \[[@pgen.1006873.ref060], [@pgen.1006873.ref061]\]. Thus, TTT appears to control protein stability of ATM and ATR family proteins through several different mechanisms in eukaryotes ([Fig 7D](#pgen.1006873.g007){ref-type="fig"}). Asa1 is conserved from yeast to humans; an Asa1 homolog has been identified in fission yeast as well \[[@pgen.1006873.ref043]\]. It is interesting to see whether other eukaryotes utilize the Tel2-Asa1 pathway to regulate protein stability of ATM- and ATR-related protein kinases.

Materials and methods {#sec009}
=====================

Strains, plasmids and cultures {#sec010}
------------------------------

Strains carrying the improved AID system were generated as described \[[@pgen.1006873.ref046]\]. To prepare the AID host strain, the tTA-TetR'-SSN6-OsTIR1 cassette (designated as *tetR'-SSN6*) was integrated into a *his3* strain isogenic to the KSC006 strain \[[@pgen.1006873.ref062]\] by using pST1760 \[[@pgen.1006873.ref046]\]. The *HIS3* marker of *tetR'-SSN6* was replaced with *LEU2* by using pHL3 \[[@pgen.1006873.ref063]\]. Cells were then backcrossed. The mini-AID tag was fused at the N-terminus or both N- and C-termini for the *tel2-aid* or *asa1-aid* construct, respectively. The full-length AID fragment was attached at the C-terminus to construct the *rvb2-aid*. All the AID construct promoters were replaced with the *tetO* cassette. The *MEC1-FLAG* or *TEL1-FLAG* construct (YIp-MEC1-FLAG or YIp-TEL1-FLAG) was converted from *HA-MEC1* or *HA-TEL1* construct \[[@pgen.1006873.ref008], [@pgen.1006873.ref012]\], respectively, by PCR, NgoMIV restriction digestion and re-ligation. The *MEC1-FLAG* or *TEL1-FLAG* construct was integrated into its own locus after digesting with PshAI or RsrII, respectively. *MEC1-FLAG* cells were as resistant to DNA damaging agents as wild-type cells ([S20 Fig](#pgen.1006873.s020){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The telomere length of *TEL1-FLAG* cells was very similar to that of wild-type cells ([S21 Fig](#pgen.1006873.s021){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) Gene disruption and C-terminal epitope tagged alleles were generated by PCR-based methods \[[@pgen.1006873.ref064]--[@pgen.1006873.ref066]\]. To express HA-tagged Rad53 protein, cells were transformed with YCp-RAD53-HA. The YCp-GAL-FLAG-MEC1 (GAL-FLAG-MEC1) plasmid was generated from YCp-GAL-FLAG-TEL1 (GAL-FLAG-TEL1) after replacing with a PCR-generated NgoMIV-SalI-FLAG-MEC1 fragment. The YCpT-RAD53-HA and the YCp-GAL-FLAG-TEL1 plasmid have been described \[[@pgen.1006873.ref055]\]. The FLAG epitopes were fused to the N-terminus of *MEC1* or *TEL1* at the same location as YIp-MEC1-FLAG or YIp-TEL1-FLAG, respectively. All of the strains used in this study are listed in [S1 Table](#pgen.1006873.s022){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Oligonucleotides used for plasmid and strain construction are listed in [S2 Table](#pgen.1006873.s023){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

To deplete AID-tagged protein, cells were treated with 250 μM 3-Indoleacetic acid (IAA; SIGMA) and 10 μg/ml doxycycline (Dox; Enzo Life Science) \[[@pgen.1006873.ref045], [@pgen.1006873.ref046]\]. Galactose (2%) medium contained glucose (0.5% for Mec1 and 0.3% for Tel1) to express FLAG-Mec1 or -Tel1 from the *GAL1* promoter at the endogenous level, respectively. To monitor Rad53 phosphorylation, cells were incubated with nocodazole (15 μg/ml) for 2 hr to synchronize at G2/M and then treated with 0.1% MMS for 30 min. Cells were cultured at 30°C unless specified. Cells were treated with 10 μg/ml cycloheximide to block translation \[[@pgen.1006873.ref067]\].

Real-time quantitative reverse transcription PCR {#sec011}
------------------------------------------------

Total RNA was extracted by hot acidic phenol method as described \[[@pgen.1006873.ref068]\]. 20 μg of RNA was treated with 10 units of DNase I (Clontech) in the presence of 20 units of RNaseOUT (Invitrogen) at 37°C for 20 min. DNase I was inactivated by incubation with 25 mM EDTA at 80°C for 2 min. cDNA was synthesized using ProtoScript II First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit (New England BioLab) according to the manufacturer's instruction. Real-time PCR was performed as previously described \[[@pgen.1006873.ref055]\]. PCR amplification from *MEC1* and *TEL1* transcript was normalized using that from ACT1 transcript. PCR primers are listed in [S2 Table](#pgen.1006873.s023){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Other methods {#sec012}
-------------

Cellular fractionation, immunoprecipitation and immunoblotting were performed as described \[[@pgen.1006873.ref055]\]. Anti-AID antibodies were generated after immunizing rabbits with a synthetic peptide (DGAPYLRKIDLRMYK) or obtained from Dr. Kanemaki.

Supporting information {#sec013}
======================

###### DNA flow cytometric analysis of tel2-aid cells.

*tel2-aid* cells were grown in the presence (Top) or the absence (Bottom) of IAA and Dox for 6 hr and subjected to flow cytometric analysis \[[@pgen.1006873.ref069]\].

(TIFF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Effect of IAA and Dox treatment on Mec1 and Tel1 protein expression in aid-untagged cells.

*aid-*untagged cells expressing Mec1-FLAG or Tel1-FLAG were cultured with IAA and Dox as in [Fig 1C](#pgen.1006873.g001){ref-type="fig"}. *asa1-aid* cells were used as a control for IAA/Dox treatment. Cells were subjected to immunoblotting analysis with anti-AID, anti-FLAG or tubulin antibodies.

(TIFF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Effect of nocodazole treatment Cells expressing Mec1-FLAG or Tel1-FLAG were incubated with (+ Noc) or without nocodazole (- Noc) for 6 hr.

Cells were subjected to immunoblotting analysis with anti-FLAG or tubulin antibodies.

(TIFF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### DNA flow cytometric analysis of tel2-aid cells after treatment with nocodazole, IAA and Dox.

*tel2-aid* cells expressing Rad53-HA were arrested with nocodazole and then treated with IAA and Dox (+ IAA/Dox; Top) or mock-treated (- IAA/Dox; Middle) as in [Fig 1E](#pgen.1006873.g001){ref-type="fig"}. Cells were collected before exposure to MMS and subjected to flow cytometric analysis \[[@pgen.1006873.ref069]\]. Untreated cells in asynchronous culture were used as a control (Bottom). Dotted lines indicate the DNA content of 1C and 2C cells. We note that we collected cells before MMS treatment to examine whether cells are arrested after nocodazole treatment. Cells in asynchronous culture accumulate at late S phase after exposure to MMS \[[@pgen.1006873.ref070]\].

(TIFF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Effect of IAA and Dox treatment on damage-induced Rad53 phosphorylation.

Wild-type (KSC1057) and untagged AID host (KSC3413) cells expressing Rad53-HA were analyzed as in [Fig 1E](#pgen.1006873.g001){ref-type="fig"}.

(TIFF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Outline of the experimental procedure for [Fig 1F](#pgen.1006873.g001){ref-type="fig"}.

(TIFF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Outline of the experimental procedure for [Fig 1G](#pgen.1006873.g001){ref-type="fig"}.

(TIFF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### DNA flow cytometric analysis of rvb2-aid cells.

*rvb2-aid* cells were grown in the presence (Top) or the absence (Bottom) of IAA and Dox for 6 hr and analyzed as in [S1 Fig](#pgen.1006873.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

(TIFF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### DNA flow cytometric analysis of rvb2-aid cells after treatment with nocodazole, IAA and Dox.

*rvb2-aid* cells expressing Rad53-HA were arrested with nocodazole and then treated with IAA and Dox (+ IAA/Dox; Top) or mock-treated (- IAA/Dox; Middle) as in [Fig 2D](#pgen.1006873.g002){ref-type="fig"}.

Cells were collected before exposure to MMS and subjected to flow cytometric analysis as in [S4 Fig](#pgen.1006873.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Untreated cells in asynchronous culture were used as a control (Bottom).

(TIFF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### DNA flow cytometric analysis of asa1-aid cells.

*asa1-aid* cells were grown in the presence (Top) or the absence (Bottom) of IAA and Dox for 6 hr and analyzed as in [S1 Fig](#pgen.1006873.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

(TIFF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### DNA flow cytometric analysis of asa1-aid cells after treatment with nocodazole, IAA and Dox.

*asa1-aid* cells expressing Rad53-HA were arrested with nocodazole and then treated with IAA and Dox (+ IAA/Dox; Top) or mock-treated (- IAA/Dox; Middle) as in [Fig 4F](#pgen.1006873.g004){ref-type="fig"}.

Cells were collected before exposure to MMS and subjected to flow cytometric analysis as in [S4 Fig](#pgen.1006873.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Untreated cells in asynchronous culture were used as a control (Bottom).

(TIFF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### DNA flow cytometric analysis of *pih1*Δ cells after treatment with nocodazole.

Wild-type and *pih1*Δ cells were arrested with nocodazole and incubated at 37 C (Top) or 30 C (Middle) as in [Fig 6D](#pgen.1006873.g006){ref-type="fig"}, but collected before exposure to MMS.

Cells were then analyzed as in [S4 Fig](#pgen.1006873.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Untreated cells in asynchronous culture were used as a control (Bottom).

(TIFF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Effect of cycloheximide treatment on Mec1 and Tel1 protein expression.

*MEC1-FLAG* or *TEL1-FLAG* cells were grown at 30°C and treated with cycloheximide. Cells were retained at 30°C or transferred to 37°C or 42°C in the presence of cycloheximide for the indicated times. Cells were then subjected to immunoblotting analysis with anti-FLAG or tubulin antibodies.

(TIFF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Outline of the experimental procedure for [Fig 6E](#pgen.1006873.g006){ref-type="fig"}.

(TIFF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Expression of Mec1 and Tel1 in *pih1*Δ cells at 30°C.

Wild-type and *pih1*Δ cells, carrying the GAL-FLAG-MEC1 or the GAL-FLAG-TEL1 plasmid, were treated as in [Fig 6E](#pgen.1006873.g006){ref-type="fig"} but the cultures were retained at 30°C.

Cells are collected and analyzed as in [Fig 6E](#pgen.1006873.g006){ref-type="fig"}.

(TIFF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### mRNA levels of the FLAG-MEC1 or the FLAG-TEL1 construct.

Wild-type and *pih1*Δ cells, carrying the GAL-FLAG-MEC1 or the GAL-FLAG-TEL1 plasmid, were grown in galactose (Galactose) and then transferred to glucose (at 0 hr) as in [Fig 6E](#pgen.1006873.g006){ref-type="fig"} (see also [S14 Fig](#pgen.1006873.s014){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

As a negative control, cells were continuously cultured in 2% glucose (Glucose) to repress *GAL-FLAG-MEC1* or *GAL-FLAG-TEL1* expression. Cells were subjected to quantitative PCR analysis to estimate mRNA levels of *FLAG-MEC1* and *FLAG-TEL1*.

(TIFF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Outline of the experimental procedure for [Fig 6F](#pgen.1006873.g006){ref-type="fig"}.

(TIFF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Effect of Asa1 depletion on Mec1 and Tel1 protein expression at 30°C.

*asa1-aid* cells, carrying the GAL-FLAG-MEC1 or the GAL-FLAG-TEL1 plasmid, were treated as in [Fig 6F](#pgen.1006873.g006){ref-type="fig"} but the cultures were retained at 30°C.

Cells are collected and analyzed as in [Fig 6F](#pgen.1006873.g006){ref-type="fig"}.

(TIFF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### mRNA levels of the FLAG-MEC1 or the FLAG-TEL1 construct after transfer from galactose to glucose.

*asa1-aid* cells, carrying the GAL-FLAG-MEC1 or the GAL-FLAG-TEL1 plasmid, were grown in galactose (Galactose) and then transferred to glucose with or without IAA/Dox (at 0 hr) as in [Fig 6F](#pgen.1006873.g006){ref-type="fig"} (see also [S17 Fig](#pgen.1006873.s017){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

As a negative control, cells were continuously cultured in 2% glucose (Glucose) to repress *GAL-FLAG-MEC1* or *GAL-FLAG-TEL1* expression. Cells were subjected to quantitative PCR analysis to estimate mRNA levels of *FLAG-MEC1* and *FLAG-TEL1*.

(TIFF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Characterization of the MEC1-FLAG construct.

Ten fold serial dilutions of cultures were spotted on yeast extract/peptone/dextrose (YEPD) medium with or without 0.01% MMS or 0.1 mgl/ml hydroxyurea (HU).

Plates were incubated at 30°C for 2 or 3 day. Strains used were the wild type (KSC1516), *mec1Δ* (KSC1561) and *MEC1-FLAG* (YGG487).

(TIFF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Characterization of the TEL1-FLAG construct.

Genomic DNA prepared from cells was digested with *Xho*I and analyzed by Southern blots to monitor the telomere length \[[@pgen.1006873.ref055]\].

The hybridization probe was a DNA fragment containing \~0.9-kb Y′ element and \~120-base pair TG repeat sequence. The bracket shows DNA fragments containing the telomere. Strains used were the wild type (KSC1516), *tel1Δ* (KSC1057) and *TEL1-FLAG* (YHO69).
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###### Strain list.
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###### Oligonucleotide list.
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Click here for additional data file.
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